Human-influenced climate change is an observed phenomenon affecting physical and biological systems across the globe. The majority of observed impacts are related to temperature changes and are located in the northern high- and mid-latitudes. However, new evidence is emerging that demonstrates that impacts are related to precipitation changes as well as temperature, and that climate change is impacting systems and sectors beyond the Northern Hemisphere. In this paper, we highlight some of this new evidence—focusing on regions and sectors that the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Fourth Assessment Report (IPCC AR4) noted as under-represented—in the context of observed climate change impacts, direct and indirect drivers of change (including carbon dioxide itself), and methods of detection. We also present methods and studies attributing observed impacts to anthropogenic forcing. We argue that the expansion of methods of detection (in terms of a broader array of climate variables and data sources, inclusion of the major modes of climate variability, and incorporation of other drivers of change) is key to discerning the climate sensitivities of sectors and systems in regions where the impacts of climate change currently remain elusive. Attributing such changes to human forcing of the climate system, where possible, is important for development of effective mitigation and adaptation. Current challenges in documenting adaptation and the role of indigenous knowledge in detection and attribution are described.
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INTRODUCTION

The Earth’s climate is changing and observed climate changes are causing a wide array of impacts on systems and sectors around the globe (Figure 1). An observed climate change impact is a documented change in a physical, biological, or human system that is driven by a long-term climate trend (Box 1). Recent climate change detection and attribution reviews have focused primarily on the climate itself.1,2 Here, we focus on climate change impacts—a topic of major concern—and the issues arising from the detection and attribution of these impacts. These issues include consideration of multiple drivers of change, new types of evidence that have emerged since the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Fourth Assessment Report (IPCC AR4),3 and attribution of climate change impacts specifically to anthropogenic forcing.

This paper presents an overview of the detection and attribution of climate change impacts, including how climate variables and non-climate factors affect physical and biological systems, methods of detection of observed changes, and the attribution of changes to anthropogenic climate forcing. We then present a summary of observed impacts and new evidence with a focus on the tropics and marine systems, which have...
been underrepresented in previous reviews. Finally, we look at observed changes related to climate in human systems, challenges in documenting adaptation, and contributions from indigenous knowledge. The overall goal is to improve understanding of the complex effects of climate change on exposed systems and to synthesize directions for future research.

CLIMATE DRIVERS OF OBSERVED IMPACTS

Gaps in the knowledge of climate change impacts are related to understanding fully the drivers of change, i.e., the relevant climate variables and how they impact systems at different spatial and temporal scales. Climate change impacts have been primarily associated with temperature, which can be seen as a primary driver in the high- to mid-latitudes—where most of the evidence has thus far been observed. However, analysis of the relationship between precipitation trends and observed ecosystem impacts is especially important in the tropics, because seasonal responses tend to be more precipitation-driven in those ecosystems. By understanding multiple climate drivers and linking them to anthropogenic forcing, we may glean a better picture of the global fingerprint of climate change.

Many aspects of the climate system influence characteristics and distributions of biological and physical systems. Here we focus on temperature,
**Box 1**

**Key Definitions for Climate Change Impacts (Adapted from the IPCC Expert Workshop Report on Detection and Attribution)**

**Observed Climate Change Impact.** A change in a physical, biological, or socioeconomic system affected by climate that can be identified (e.g., by using statistical tests) as a change in the mean or the variability of its properties, and that persists for an extended period, typically decades or longer. Observed climate change impacts are related to at least one external climate driver, acting either directly or indirectly.

**Detection.** Detection is defined as the process of demonstrating that a system affected by climate has changed in some defined statistical sense without providing a reason for that change. An identified change is detected in observations if its likelihood of occurrence by chance due to internal variability alone is determined to be small, for example, <10%.

**Attribution.** Attribution is broadly defined as the process of evaluating the relative contributions of multiple causal factors including climate to an impact with an assignment of statistical confidence. The process of attribution requires the detection of a change in the observed system. For observed impacts, the causal chain related to anthropogenic climate change starts with human-caused forcing of climate and leads to climate change impacts on physical and biological systems, which in turn can elicit adaptation responses.

For example, anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions are causing temperatures to rise, rising temperatures are leading to glacial melting, which are in turn resulting in more glacial lake outflows (GLOFs) and adaptation responses involving enhanced flood-prevention measures by nearby communities. Attribution studies focus on assessing the strength of such causal relationships.

**External Forcing.** A forcing factor outside the climate system that causes a change in the climate system. Volcanic eruptions, anthropogenic changes in atmospheric composition, and land use are examples of external forcings of the climate system.

**External Driver.** Any external forcing factor, including climate change, outside the impact system of interest that causes a change in the system. For instance, a drying climate and overgrazing due to increased human population pressure are external drivers that can lead to desertification of semi-arid ecosystems.

**Climate Change.** Climate change refers to a change in the state of the climate that can be identified (e.g., by using statistical tests) by changes in the mean and/or the variability of its properties, and that persists for an extended period, typically decades or longer. Climate change may be due to natural internal processes or external forcings, such as persistent anthropogenic changes in the composition of the atmosphere or in land use.

Note that the Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) defines climate change as that attributable to human activities altering the atmospheric composition.

**Temperature**

Temperature affects physical and biological systems in a variety of ways. For ecosystems in temperate regions, it strongly affects the abundance, distribution, migration, and patterns of plant and animal species, as well as the timing of spring and fall events. A recent study showed that during the period 1979–2009 European waterfowl have progressively delayed their migration to the northern Sahara desert.

Temperature effects can be nonlinear, with exceedances of temperature thresholds leading to dramatic changes. US crop yields of corn and soybeans have been found to increase with temperature up to 29°C for corn, 30°C for soybeans, and 32°C for cotton. Temperatures above these are harmful, with the slope of the decline above the optimum significantly steeper than that of the incline below it.

**Precipitation**

A growing number of observed climate change impact studies are now considering whether and how effects are related to precipitation changes.
Although difficult, attribution of regional precipitation changes to increases in greenhouse gases may allow better understanding of how anthropogenic climate change is affecting certain physical and biological systems in ways other than the ‘warming fingerprint’, which was characterized by the first observed impact meta-analyses in the IPCC Third Assessment Report (TAR). Researchers have found several ways to determine if precipitation trends could be a driving force of observed impacts. In Northern Victoria, Australia, a survey from 1995 to 2008 revealed that woodland bird species in the region have declined in occurrence and abundance. The authors concluded that these declines reflect the added stress of sharp reductions in rainfall in conjunction with increases in temperature in Northern Victoria, Australia. In another study, stepwise multiple regressions were used to determine the effects of both temperature and precipitation on the phenophase date of multiple plant and animal life cycles. At the global scale, a study of worldwide glacier retreat was able to attribute global wastage to increasing global temperature trends rather than to precipitation change, because the global-scale precipitation reductions that would be needed to explain the widespread loss of ice have not been observed.

Attention to precipitation changes may also allow better understanding of how climate change is being manifested in underrepresented regions. Studies have documented shifts in precipitation in Africa, the extreme south of Europe, and the Arabian Peninsula. From 1978 to 2002, the start of the wet season arrived later in the year for the majority of these regions as time progressed, likely affecting ecosystems and agriculture. Finally, giving a more complete picture of climate-related impacts in a region already known to be undergoing changes, Min et al. found that human-induced Arctic moistening is consistent with observed increases in Arctic river discharge and freshening of Arctic water masses. This provides evidence that human activity has contributed to Arctic hydrological system changes.

**Carbon Dioxide**

Increasing atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration, in and of itself, causes direct physiological effects on terrestrial vegetation and indirect effects on marine ecosystems through ocean acidification. Thus, the role of CO\(_2\) needs to be taken into account in observed impact studies where relevant. In plants, increasing CO\(_2\) can increase carbohydrate formation by suppressing the photorespiration of RuBPCO (ribulose-1, 5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase)—which often wastefully binds with oxygen rather than CO\(_2\). The increase in CO\(_2\) may also allow plants to maintain lower stomatal conductance, thereby reducing transpiration and increasing water-use efficiency. The integrated response can result in a stimulation of growth especially for C3 plants under hot and dry conditions.

However, positive responses to higher CO\(_2\) have been shown to decrease in plants over periods of months to years. A number of process-based explanations have been hypothesized for this ‘down regulation’, which is highly variable across species, mineral availability, and duration of enrichment. Some causes may be related to limiting essential nutrients. For example, experiments where both CO\(_2\) and N supplies were varied demonstrated a larger downward acclimation in low compared with high N environments.

Despite this observed down regulation, evidence may be emerging of terrestrial species’ longer-term responses to rising CO\(_2\)—such as has been documented in the increase in large woody vines, or lianas, in the Amazon. Another study using a unique dataset of tree biomass collected over the past 22 years from 55 temperate forest plots in Edgewater, Maryland, USA, with known land-use histories—as well as known stand ages that ranged from 5 to 250 years—found that recent biomass accumulation greatly exceeded the expected growth caused by natural recovery. Over 100 years of local weather measurements and 17 years of on-site atmospheric CO\(_2\) measurements also show consistent increases, which are in line with the global patterns. However, another study called into question these results.

Finally, although many studies have predicted an increase in plant productivity and water-use efficiency with rising CO\(_2\)(especially in crop species), others have shown that positive effects have been outweighed in some regions by rising temperatures and droughts in regard to tree growth.

Ocean acidification caused by rising CO\(_2\) is perceived as a threat to marine organisms. Some calcifying marine organisms, such as sea urchins (Strongylocentrotus purpuratus), have demonstrated broad-scale decreases in major cellular processes in experiments that expose them to more acidic conditions. Observational evidence has also shown that the processes of acidification, along with seasonal upwelling, are responsible for the thinning of shells of planktonic foraminifera such as Globigerinoides ruber. Some tropical marine fish, on the other hand, appear to function adequately under the levels of increased CO\(_2\) acidification likely to be experienced in the future.
such as the sea star *Pisaster ochraceus*, leading to increased growth and feeding rates under experimental conditions. The effect of CO₂-driven ocean acidification on marine ecosystems needs to be explored further. A recent review found that the main threat to calcifying organism from ocean acidification may not be reduced calcification as often purported but rather enhanced dissolution.

**Major Modes of Climate Variability**

While the IPCC has documented that the global climate system is changing and that changes are already causing impacts on physical and biological systems, large-scale modes of internal climate variability, such as the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO), Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), and the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) continue to exert strong influence on both climate and impact systems (Box 2). It is often difficult to determine whether an impact being observed is happening because of (1) a long-term change in climate via rising air or sea surface temperature or (2) internal variability associated with ENSO, NAO, or PDO cycles, or (3) a change in ENSO or other mode of climate variability associated with climate change.

This has implications for adaptation strategies and policies. If effects are related to a major mode of climate variability, they will be episodic. Policies, then, are needed that cope with such recurring effects. With long-term climate change, some impacts may become either more or less severe through time, and policies are needed to encourage interventions that respond to changing conditions through time.

Untangling the roles of long-term underlying trends and such oscillations requires decades of climate and impacts data, as temperature and precipitation are inter-related at multiyear and multiregion scales through the major modes of climate variability. Time series of observed impacts as long as possible are needed, especially in areas where such oscillations have a known strong effect. Although El Niño events occur on average about once every 2–7 years, the periodicity, duration, and intensity are all highly variable. Long time series allow for observation of variation in both the climatic variability and the ecosystem responses. While satellite observations suggest that the intensity of El Niño events in the central equatorial Pacific has almost doubled in the past three decades; this appears to be unrelated to a general rise in background sea-surface temperatures (SSTs). Thus, these changes in intensity have not yet definitely been associated with anthropogenic climate change.

**BOX 2**

**IMPACTS OF ENSO, NAO, AND PDO ON PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS**

**ENSO.** Off the Baja California peninsula in the Gulf of California Mexico, El Niño events tend to bring precipitation that dramatically transforms the ecosystems of the normally arid islands there. In the desert islands, plant cover—which usually ranges between 0 and 4% of available surface—rises between 55 and 90% during the rain-filled El Niño years. The resulting flush of vegetation transforms the island’s ecosystems from a dependency on energy and nutrients derived from marine sources to a state influenced more by *in situ* terrestrial productivity.

During 1989–1999, a study conducted in Borneo showed that a sample of more than 50 dipterocarps species dispersed seed only within a 1- to 2-month period every 3–4 years during *ENSO* events.40

**NAO.** In Europe, researchers have studied the role of the NAO, which has a widespread effect on ecological and physical processes across the continent. These authors in general have found that, while strong, the NAO influence is weaker than the long-term temperature trend. This makes sense as NAO can be considered an index of the contribution of large-scale synoptic processes to local meteorology (including temperature) in Europe. Similarly, in a study of rapid changes in flowering time in British plants, the correlations with the Central England temperature record over five decades were stronger than with NAO data in all cases.49

In the North Atlantic, a study of calanoid copepods (zooplankton) from 1958 to 2005 found that they are responding quickly to SST rise by rapidly moving geographically northward at ~23 km/year. The analysis showed that nearly half (~46%) of the total variance in SST in the northeast Atlantic and adjacent seas is related to global temperature rise, while natural modes of atmospheric and oceanic circulation explain ~26% of the total variance in SST.51

**PDO.** A study of changes toward earlier timing of streamflow across western North America from 1948 to 2002 found that temperature changes are partly controlled by the decadal-scale Pacific climate mode PDO; a separate and significant part of the variance is associated with a springtime warming trend that spans the PDO phases.
LAND USE CHANGE AND OTHER DRIVERS

In addition to being affected directly by multiple climate drivers of change, physical and biological systems can also be affected by other drivers including geological processes, land-use change, management practices, pollution, and human demography shifts, either directly or indirectly through their own effects on the climate system. Land-use change, in particular, may directly affect certain ecosystem processes such as productivity and nutrient cycling in forested areas converted to agriculture.

Understanding of changes in ecological processes—such as earlier spring arrivals or shifts from cool-adapted to warm-adapted species—allows more direct linkage to climate drivers. Figure 2 shows schematically some direct and indirect (via climate) pathways from non-climate drivers to impacts on physical and biological systems.

The socioeconomic processes that drive land-use change include population growth, economic development, trade, and migration—all processes that are operating at local, regional, and global scales. Understanding how such driving forces influence physical and biological systems across these telescoping scales is crucial to improved understanding of the responses to climate that are the focus here.

Land-use change such as urbanization can stymie species’ range shifts in response to climate change, leading to additional biodiversity losses. Land-use changes related to both urbanization and agriculture have been linked to deteriorating air quality and soil and water pollution, all of which affect biological functioning. Along with clearing of land for food production that releases carbon from standing and belowground biomass, they can affect greenhouse gas emissions through changes in local carbon cycles and temperature that affect plant primary productivity and evapotranspiration. Land-use change can modify local climate by altering albedo and the water cycle, and thus indirectly affect physical and biological systems. Land-use and land-cover changes can also strongly magnify the human health effects of extreme climate events (e.g., heat mortality, injuries/fatalities from storms, and ecologically mediated infectious diseases).

With regard to freshwater lakes, local processes such as eutrophication—along with climate change—can bring about phenological shifts. A study examining patterns and drivers of change among four lakes in the English Lake District over a 58-year period (1945–2003) found that the soluble reactive phosphorous amounts—the local variability driver—had a more consistent effect upon phenology than climate.

Individual studies, as well as reviews and meta-analyses of observed climate change impacts, should consider the role of non-climate drivers that may influence the observed impacts. Studies that take into account such considerations include those listed in Table 1. Methods for isolating the role of climate influences include conducting studies in remote undisturbed areas, searching for coherent patterns across large areas, and ruling out other
## Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Likelihood of other drivers besides temperature affecting observed physical or biological change directly*</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Invertebrate species in California intertidal community.63</td>
<td>Very unlikely</td>
<td>Since 1917, site has been protected as an ecological reserve.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migration timing of adult Atlantic salmon.64</td>
<td>Very unlikely</td>
<td>Coherent patterns of migration timing changes were observed in multiple systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diatom assemblages in northern Canadian high elevation lakes.65</td>
<td>Exceptionally unlikely</td>
<td>Remote, pristine environment in northwest Canada.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diatom assemblage composition in Canadian arctic lakes.66</td>
<td>Exceptionally unlikely</td>
<td>Acidification, nutrient enrichment, and contamination ruled out as possible causes for diatom changes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring phenology of lake phytoplankton.59</td>
<td>Very likely</td>
<td>Changes linked to both nutrient enrichment and lake warming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earlier flowering in agricultural varieties of white clover.67</td>
<td>Very unlikely</td>
<td>Other potential drivers ruled out</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Likelihoods assigned according to IPCC AR4 definitions (IPCC 2007) based on statements by study authors and expert judgment.

*E.g., habitat disturbance, pollution, invasive species, over-fishing, acid deposition.

causes through functional understanding of their likely effects on ecosystems. Regional climate models can be used in combination with observed impact time-series data to determine if land-use change could indirectly be causing the changes, for example, by inducing warming through creation of an urban heat island effect or through local land clearing.61,62

For recent climate trends on a global scale, the effect of land-use change on temperature has been found to be small in climate model studies that compare simulations with and without the documented historical conversion of natural ecosystems to agriculture.68 These effects may result in warming in some areas and cooling in others, depending on the land conversion or region. Agricultural expansions tend to warm the Amazon by removing the shading effect of forest, and cool the mid- and high latitudes due to increased albedo of open agricultural land versus forested areas (especially in winter when snow cover is usually masked by trees).69,70 While land-use change is thus unlikely to explain coherent responses to long-term increasing temperature trends across a diverse range of systems at continental and global scales, it can still indirectly affect climate and thus physical and biological systems at regional scales.71

A study of South African birds could not find a consistent climate change fingerprint, as taxa were found to extend their ranges not only toward the south (toward cooler latitudes—consistent with climate change) but also the west (toward drier and warmer habitats—inconsistent with climate change). The southward movers were mobile taxa, whereas the westward movers were associated with human-modified elements in the landscape such as croplands, plantations, and buildings.72 The results suggest that both land-use change and climate change are acting simultaneously on South African birds. However, separating the relative strength of each individual driver is challenging, especially in regions such as Africa that are undergoing rapid land-use change.72

Questions that need continuing investigation in regard to non-climate and indirect climate drivers of observed impacts include ‘What is the spatial extent of localized deforestation and urban heat island effects on temperature and precipitation and their associated impacts?’ and ‘What are robust methodologies for separately determining effects of land-use change and climate change on physical and biological systems?’

## Detection of Observed Impacts

Detection of observed impacts involves a measured change in a physical, biological, or human system and a related change in a climate variable. To assess whether a significant change of a biological or physical system is due to long-term changes in temperature or other climate variable, the observed impact is correlated with the climate variable over a period long enough to separate the effects of climate variability (sometimes referred to as ‘noise’) from the signal of long-term change. This establishes a correlation between climate trends (usually approximated
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as linear) with a linear or low-frequency trend in the observed impact, with the slope serving as a measure of the responsiveness of the impact to the climate variable. Recent examples include studies on the effects of climate change on the phenology of butterflies in the northwest Mediterranean Basin\(^73\) and on the phenology of both flora and fauna across Europe.\(^74\)

It is also critical to determine if the change in the system is the one that coincides with a functional understanding of how altered temperatures and/or other climate variables interact with the system under consideration.\(^8,75\) This can be done via process-level understanding, spatial or temporal sign-switching fingerprints, and/or simulation model studies.

Spatial sign switching is documented through studies that examine the entire range of a species on the regional scale, thereby testing for differential spatial impacts. Temporal sign switching is characterized through long-term studies that span periods of climate cooling as well as warming. If the distributions of species are indeed driven by climate trends, these species should show opposite responses to cooling and warming periods.\(^8\)

One study based on process-level understanding was conducted between 1977 and 2007 along an elevational gradient in Southern California’s Santa Rosa Mountains.\(^76\) Average elevation of the dominant plant species rose by \(\sim 65\) m between the surveys. Several considerations provided evidence that the observed vegetation redistributions could be linked to climate changes. Vegetation shifts were uniform across elevation, which precluded fire as a causal factor as the degree of fire regime perturbation varies with elevation. The vegetation shifts were also consistent with the predicted bioclimatic responses to observed climate shifts. These included responses to increased temperature, frost-free period, snow line elevation, and occurrence of severe drought, which would be expected to decrease a species’ ability to survive in the drier, warmer, and lower parts of its range and to increase its competitive ability and tolerance in the wetter, cooler, and upper parts of its range.

Within the context of biological systems, three main types of changes have been observed in temperate regions. The first type is a response to a change in growing season. For terrestrial ecosystems in temperate regions this usually translates into an advance in spring events, although it sometimes also coincides with a delay in fall events. For marine systems, there is often a shift in the dates of peak productivity observed in both the spring and fall.\(^11\) The second type of biological system change relates to range shifts, which have been shown for terrestrial species to be 6.1 km per decade and 16.9 km per decade depending on methods of meta-analysis and locations.\(^8,77\) Species often move poleward in latitude or higher in elevation in response to warming temperatures. Thirdly, studies document changes in species composition in response to warming temperatures—with warm-tolerant species out-competing cold-tolerant ones.\(^78\)

A key methodological issue in the accurate detection of biological responses is the handling of species that exhibit ‘no change’, i.e., those species that are not experiencing statistically significant changes and thereby do not appear in published studies because of a lack of a compelling result\(^79,80\) (Figure 3). On the other hand, system changes in both expected and unexpected directions are readily published. To account for these issues, phenological changes of butterflies in the northwest Mediterranean Basin were analyzed using a two-tailed binomial test to check for random distribution in the signs of regressions (whether significant or not), under the assumption that if there were no consistent changes in phenology with time an equal number of positive and negative regressions would be expected.\(^73\) This is known as ‘field significance’;\(^81\) its primary importance is in determining if the individual significance signals collectively in a sample are truly representing a real signal or are simply the result of Type I errors in a large sampling, i.e., the ‘flukes’.

In meta-analyses of biological responses, several methods have been employed regarding the consideration of those species exhibiting nonsignificant or ‘no’ change. One involves including all species in the meta-analysis found in the literature review, regardless as to whether significant changes have been observed.\(^8\) This approach, however, may not be based on random sampling and thus the changes reported may not reflect a particular ecosystem or region as whole. Also, it is fairly certain that a publishing bias exists for reporting of species that
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**FIGURE 3** | Categories of system responses to observed changes and non-changes in climate and relation to publication biases.\(^74\)
exhibit change. If this method is used, this weakness can be at least partially overcome by including in the meta-analysis multiple species in a single location and single or multiple species in larger-scale studies, rather than single-species in single-location studies, as authors of multiple species and location studies may be less likely to focus only on those species showing change. The latter studies often include subregions with no change in either climate or biological system (e.g., no change in the number of frost days in the southeastern United States from 1951 to 2000,82 little or no change in spring onset in continental Eastern Europe from 1951 to 1998,83,84 or subgroups of North American birds species with no change85,86).

Other studies seek to obviate the publication bias by excluding those physical and biological data series with nonsignificant change and by focusing on whether the changes reported are consistent with temperature change.10,12 While this creates a selected group of species, all showing change across geographical areas, the issue of nonrandom selection may still exist. Comparing the percentage of data series with significant changes in large network data can provide an indication of whether the database may represent an unbiased sample of observed changes.12

Studies that rely on network data where species information is collected continuously on a large number of species over long time periods from the same areas are the most comprehensive. For example, changes in spring green-up of a number of plants have been recorded in botanical gardens across Europe for decades and in some cases centuries.87 However, such networks are rare outside Europe. Analysis of species that are changing and those that are not within such network data provides a check on the accuracy of the use of the indicator for global warming and the ability to check for ‘false positives’, i.e., changes observed where no significant temperature change is measured. The latter can help to elucidate the role of non-climate drivers in the observed changes. Larger observational networks also allow for comparisons between different types of organisms. A study of 36,000 phenological time series for Europe covering 1971–2000 confirmed differences in behavior between plant perennials and agricultural crops. The average temperature response of perennial plants88 (leaf/needle unfolding of deciduous trees, fruit trees, and conifers; and flowering of fruit trees, deciduous trees, and wild shrubs/flowers) was significantly greater (−4.2 days °C⁻¹) than that of annual crops (leaf unfolding and growth stages of agricultural crops) (−3.0 days °C⁻¹).

ATTRIBUTION TO ANTHROPOGENIC CLIMATE FORCING

Attribution is defined broadly as the process of evaluating the relative contributions of multiple causal factors including climate to an impact with an assignment of statistical confidence (see Box 1). This broad definition includes the attribution of an observed change in a system to an observed change in climate conditions. Of particular interest, however, is whether the observed impacts may be attributed to anthropogenic climate forcing. Here, the underlying causal chain involves anthropogenic forcing of climate and related climate change impacts on physical and biological systems ( attribution of changes in socioeconomic systems has been rarely attempted to date).

There are several methods that have been utilized to attribute observed changes in impact systems to anthropogenic forcing. These have been characterized as ‘single step’, ‘multiple step’, or ‘associative pattern’5 (see Box 3). Methodological steps to be considered in climate change impact attribution studies include characterizing the relationships of internal variability and anthropogenic and non-anthropogenic forcings to the relevant climate change via climate models, and investigating the relationships of climate and other external drivers to the observed change in a physical or biological system via impact models (Figure 4). A combination of process-based climate and impact models and statistical analyses are used.

A growing body of studies has linked the observed responses in some physical and biological systems to global or regional-scale warming due to anthropogenic climate change in many regions of the world (Figure 5 and Table 2). Although limited in number, these anthropogenic climate change attribution studies cover physical and biological systems ranging across glacier retreat in Switzerland and Norway,92 observed patterns of changes in snowpack and streamflow,93–95 changes in the spring events of Northern Hemisphere wild plant and animal species96; and forests burned in Canada over the last four decades.89 Table 2 shows these and other studies, elucidating both their attribution conclusions and methods of detection and attribution.

Recent glacial retreat in Switzerland and Norway has been attributed to anthropogenic climate change using global climate model (GCM) output with internal forcing, statistical downscaling, a glacier mass balance model, a dynamic ice flow model for glacier length, and comparison to historical glacier fluctuations.92 The results showed that the recent glacial retreat is very likely to be caused by external climate forcing; this result could be strengthened by
BOX 3

METHODS OF ATTRIBUTION TO EXTERNAL FORCINGS (ADAPTED FROM THE IPCC EXPERT WORKSHOP REPORT ON DETECTION AND ATTRIBUTION5)

Single-step attribution to external forcings. This method attributes an observed change within a system to an external forcing based on explicitly modeling the response of the variable to external forcings and drivers. Modeling can involve a single comprehensive model or a sequence of models. The attribution step involves detection of a significant change in the variable of interest and comparison of observed changes in the variable of interest with expected changes due to external forcings and drivers (typically derived from modeling approaches).

An example of a single-step attribution to external forcings is a study that compared simulated temperatures based on anthropogenic forcing with interannual variations of forested area burned in Canada. The authors found that human-induced climate change has had a detectable influence on the area burned over recent decades.89

Multistep attribution to external forcings. This method attributes an observed change in a variable of interest to a change in climate and/or environmental conditions, plus separate assessments that attribute the change in climate and/or environmental conditions to external drivers and external forcings.

In multistep attribution, observed changes in physical or biological systems are demonstrated to be associated with an observed regional climate change within a specified degree of confidence. Second, a measurable portion of the observed regional climate change, or the associated observed change in the system, is attributed to anthropogenic causes—by use of modeled data, with a similar degree of confidence. Confidence in attribution statements involving multistep climate change and observed impacts is lower than the confidence in either of the individual attribution steps alone due to the combination of two separate statistical assessments.

Some studies have linked declining marine calcification in coral reefs to SST stress and rising atmospheric carbon dioxide;5,33,90 however, these studies do not causally link SST rise directly to anthropogenic forcing factors via GCM simulations. By explicitly linking the coral studies to a separate analysis of global ocean warming to anthropogenic forcing using a coupled GCM,91 multistep attribution could be achieved.

Associative pattern attribution to external forcings. This method uses a synthesis of large numbers of results (possibly across multiple systems), demonstrating the sensitivity of impacts to a change in climate conditions and other external drivers. The link between externally forced climate change and this ensemble of results is made using spatial and temporal measures of association.

In one example of associative pattern attribution, GCM simulations of current climate were compared to observed climate to determine the patterns of significant warming.68 These patterns were found to be significantly related to patterns of observed impacts at global and continental scales. The climate attribution assessment presented in the IPCC AR4 was used to link the significant areas of warming to anthropogenic causes.

testing the attribution steps with GCM simulations with and without anthropogenic forcing.92

Climate change effects on river flow in the western United States have been investigated using a high-resolution hydrological model forced by global climate models.93 Sixteen hundred years of downscaled
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![FIGURE 4](image-url) | Methodological elements in anthropogenic climate change attribution of impacts.12
Geographic areas and types of systems for which impact attribution studies have been published. Sectors include cryosphere, hydrology, ocean chemistry, and biological systems. Regions are from study authors or designated by continent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observed change</th>
<th>Attribution methodology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cryosphere</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arctic sea ice decline</td>
<td>Observed and simulated changes in Arctic sea ice extent using an optimal fingerprinting method with multiple GCMs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glacier retreat</td>
<td>Mass balance model of intermediate complexity, dynamic ice flow model, and GCM control experiments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hydrology</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trends in river flow and snow pack in western US</td>
<td>High-resolution hydrological model forced by downscaled GCMs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earlier snowmelt-driven streamflow in western US</td>
<td>Observations, GCMs and hydrologic model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snowpack reduction in western US</td>
<td>Observations and GCMs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ocean chemistry</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salinity changes</td>
<td>Observations compared to modeled spatial patterns in optimal detection analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Biological systems</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in plant and animal traits</td>
<td>Observed frequency distributions of correlation coefficients compared to GCMs with and without natural and anthropogenic forcing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early emergence of butterfly in southeast Australia</td>
<td>Physiological model of climatic influences on development and statistical analyses of climate data and GCM projections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area burned by forest fires in Canada</td>
<td>GCM with anthropogenic forcing and statistical analyses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical and biological systems</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impacts on multiple physical and biological systems</td>
<td>Spatial pattern comparison of observations and GCMs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
control run data were used to estimate the probability that the observed signal could be due to natural internal variability. The results show that up to 60% of the climate-related trends of river flow between 1950 and 1999 are human-induced. Also in the western United States, streamflow timing change has been detected and attributed to climate change. Similar results have been found for snowpack in the region.

Analysis of observed and modeled oceanic processes shows that significant changes of salinity in the Northern Hemisphere Atlantic Ocean are beginning to emerge as a result of human influence. The authors calculated spatial patterns of the expected changes (the ‘fingerprints’), which were then regressed against the corresponding observed patterns.

With regard to biological systems, the frequency distributions of the correlation coefficients for spring phenological data were examined for 145 Northern Hemisphere wild animal and plant species and temperature from GCM simulations with natural climate forcings alone, with greenhouse gas and aerosol forcings, and with combined natural and anthropogenic forcing. As expected, there was strongest agreement between correlation coefficients using the simulated temperatures from combined natural and anthropogenic forcing.

The relationship of rates of change of climate variables and observed impacts is another key topic that affects attribution. For example, researchers have found that the mean emergence date for a butterfly Heteronympha merope in Melbourne, Australia, has shifted 1.6 days per decade over a 65-year period with a concurrent increase in local air temperatures of approximately 0.14°C per decade and have linked that shift to anthropogenic forcing. Such studies contribute to an improved functional understanding of the responses of natural and managed systems to anthropogenic climate change.

SUMMARY OF OBSERVED IMPACTS AND NEW EVIDENCE

The IPCC Fourth Assessment found, with very high confidence, that physical and biological systems on all continents and most oceans are already being affected by recent climate changes, particularly regional temperature increases. Since the publication of the AR4, many new studies have brought forward further evidence of observed impacts and a more nuanced understanding of underlying processes (see Figure 1 and Table 3). These studies document new or more strongly observed impacts in physical systems (e.g., Himalayan glacial lakes and Antarctic ice shelves) and comparisons of rates of change among biological species (e.g., birds and butterflies). Some impacts have been inferred from agricultural data (e.g., negative effects on positive trends in global crop production). New evidence is particularly important in tropical regions and marine systems, which the IPCC AR4 noted as underrepresented.

Physical Systems

With regard to physical systems, climate change has been found to be strongly affecting many aspects of systems related to snow, ice, and frozen ground (including permafrost). Evidence continues to emerge in hydrological systems, water resources, coastal zones, and oceans. The global glacial wastage and declines of snow cover have coincided with the thawing of permafrost. A shorter travel season for vehicles over frozen roads in the arctic and the enlargement and increase of glacial lakes in mountain regions. Spring discharge is also occurring earlier in rivers affected by snow melt. And as a result of climate warming, there has been increased coastal erosion.

Recent data suggest a more complex picture of the effects of the continuing warming trend. In regard to permafrost in Russia, there has been substantial warming in the last 20–30 years, typically 0.5–2°C at depth zero annual amplitude (the distance from the ground surface downward to the level below which there is practically no annual fluctuation in ground temperature). This warming occurred predominantly between the 1970s and 1990s, and there was no significant observed warming in the 2000s in most areas. However, warming seems to have resumed in the last 2–3 years, particularly in coastal areas. In all, a northward displacement of the boundary between continuous and discontinuous permafrost zones of several tens of kilometers has been observed.

In North America, permafrost temperatures have almost all increased over the past two to three decades, but there has been a slowing in the rate of warming at many locations in the past decade. In Northern Quebec and the eastern Arctic, however, warming did not begin until 1993 and has continued through the present.

There are contrasting patterns in size evolution of glacial lakes. In the Hindu Kush Himalaya mountain ranges, the East/West patterns of lake changes are in agreement with existing glacial measurements. In the East (Nepal and Bhutan), glacial lakes are bigger and more numerous than in the West (Pakistan and Afghanistan), and grew continuously between 1990 and 2009, while in the
TABLE 3 | Examples of observed impacts published since IPCC AR4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emerging detection of impact</th>
<th>Observed change</th>
<th>Region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Terrestrial biological systems</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing global soil respiration</td>
<td>Global soil respiration has increased 0.1 Pg C/year between 1989 and 2008 in response to rising air temperatures.</td>
<td>Global</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extinction of cold-adapted species with low colonizing ability</td>
<td>European land leech near Graz, Austria, suffered extinctions coinciding with 3°C rise in average summer temperatures and reduction of soil moisture 1961–2004.</td>
<td>Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upward elevation shifts in the tropics</td>
<td>On Mount Kinabalu, Borneo, six moth assemblages show that average altitudes of 102 montane Geometridea species increased by 67 m 1965–2007.</td>
<td>Tropical Southeast Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO₂ fertilization</td>
<td>Aspen growth increased 53% over past five decades, primarily in response to 19% rise in ambient CO₂ levels. Sampling biases may have over-estimated increase.</td>
<td>Wisconsin, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differential advances in plant type</td>
<td>Average temperature response of perennial plants was significantly greater (−4.2 days°C⁻¹) than that of annual agricultural crops (−3.0 days°C⁻¹).</td>
<td>Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range shifts in types of butterfly communities</td>
<td>Butterfly species in Finland demonstrated range shift exceeding previous records worldwide (from 1992–1996 to 2000–2004). Non-threatened butterflies expanded their ranges strongly northward (84.5 km), whereas distributions of threatened species were near stationary (−2.1 km).</td>
<td>Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant and pollinator shifts</td>
<td>Bee phenology in northeastern North America advanced by 10.4 days over past 130 years. Bee emergence has kept pace with shifts in host-plant flowering.</td>
<td>North America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marine biological systems</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Species range shifts related to ocean temperatures</td>
<td>Subantarctic seabirds range shift in Southern Ocean.</td>
<td>Southern Indian Ocean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coral growth</td>
<td>Skeletal growth of apparently healthy colonies of reef-building coral has declined by 30% since 1998.</td>
<td>Red Sea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regime shifts and migration of top predators</td>
<td>Albacore tuna arrived 8 days earlier than 40 years previously; bluefin tuna arrived 14 days earlier than 25 years previously.</td>
<td>Bay of Biscal, Eastern Atlantic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shifts in seaweed communities</td>
<td>Poleward shifts in distribution of several temperate species on Australian coasts, with ocean warming rearranging ecologically important species in subtidal communities and driving temperate species toward edge of continent.</td>
<td>Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological changes related to changes in upwelling as result of warming</td>
<td>Weakening of coastal upwelling linked to decrease of zonal sea level pressure gradient and correlated with increase in SST and NAO caused reduction of sardine landings at local harbors and proliferation of harmful algal blooms.</td>
<td>Iberian coast</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

West, the extent of the glacial lakes remained the same or decreased. Most glaciers in the Himalaya and Karakoram region have retreated and lost mass since the mid-19th century. Although the loss rates have probably accelerated in recent decades, the observed tendencies are not uniform. There is also evidence that ice shelves have retreated in Antarctica over the past half century due to a combination of climatic and cryospheric conditions.

**Biological Systems**

The IPCC AR4 found more evidence to confirm earlier findings from a wider range of species and communities in terrestrial ecosystems and substantial new evidence in marine and freshwater systems, showing that recent warming is strongly affecting natural biological systems. Keystone examples of these responses range from plants blooming earlier, frogs calling earlier, earlier breeding and migration of birds, cannibalism in...
polar bears; within-species genetic shifts toward more warm-adapted genotypes; changes in diatom assemblages, and shifts from cold- to warm-adapted marine communities.

Since the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth Assessment Report (AR4), more evidence has emerged that species are responding to the warming, but as predicted in the IPCC TAR, some of the response time appears to be lagging behind the changes in climate, while some are nearly synchronous. Examples of emerging impacts are summarized in Table 3. Much of the new evidence provides a more complex picture of the biological changes occurring.

**Rates of Change**

Some studies have examined in detail rates of change among species. For example, using data from French breeding bird surveys conducted from 1989 to 2006, it was found that changes in community composition were insufficient to keep up with temperature increase: birds were lagging approximately 182 km behind climate warming based on changes in species range edges. A study of butterflies found that of those species that fare well, the ability to adapt and migrate appears key to survival. Thus, the need for protected landscapes and migration corridors is stronger than ever.

A meta-analysis of available studies of latitudinal (Europe, North America, and Chile) and elevational (Europe, North America, Malaysia, and Marion Island) range shifts for a range of taxonomic groups estimated that the distribution of species has recently shifted to higher elevations at a median rate of 11.0 m/decade, and to higher latitudes at a median rate of 16.9 km/decade. These rates are, respectively, approximately two and three times faster than previously recorded. The studies used in the meta-analysis are from temperate zones and tropical mountains; different rates of change might be observed in moisture-limited systems. Other research looking at the first flowering date of 19 European species introduced into North America showed that equivalent phenological responses to temperature are occurring in North America and Europe. This result supports the conclusion that temperature is indeed a strong driving force of species’ ranges—across certain environments—and verifies the reliability of species distribution models.

Another study analyzed 25,532 rates of phenological change for 726 UK terrestrial, freshwater, and marine taxa, and found that the majority of spring and summer events have advanced more rapidly than previously documented. The average rates were consistent with what would be expected for large-scale drivers and the observed warming trend. For the first time, the study also showed that there are broad-scale differences in phenological changes across environments and trophic levels, with advances in timing slowest for terrestrial secondary consumers (e.g., birds are secondary consumers of terrestrial invertebrate larvae) (Figure 6).

Future work needs to investigate further how temporal and spatial patterns of observed impacts compare with impact model predictions. For example, the IPCC TAR predicted that climate change would lead to poleward movement of the boundaries of marine organism distributions, along with loss of habitat for cold- and cool-water fishes and gain in habitat for warm-water fishes (high confidence).

**FIGURE 6** Phenological change for 726 UK flora and fauna from 1976 to 2005. (a) Percentages of advancing (below horizontal) and delaying (above horizontal) trends for each taxon-environment combination. Statistically significant advancing and delaying trends are indicated by black shading. Nonsignificant trends are indicated by white shading. The number of trends analyzed for each taxon-environment combination (n) is given above each bar. Also shown is the significance level (P) of a two-tailed binomial test of the null hypothesis that negative and positive trends are equally likely. (b) Mean ± SEM rates of change for plants/phytoplankton (plant; green bars), invertebrates (invert; orange bars) and vertebrates (vert; blue bars) in marine, freshwater, and terrestrial environments. All mean trends are negative, indicating an advance of phenological events.
This was subsequently observed and assessed in AR4, which documented long-term changes in the mean number of marine plankton species per association in the North Atlantic from 1960 to 1999, indicating a northward movement of southern shelf and temperate species and a dwindling of cold-temperate and subarctic species.\textsuperscript{136,142}

**Spectrum of Species**

A wider spectrum of species is now showing changes. For example, the Chinese alligator, *Alligator sinensis*, has been laying its eggs earlier over the period from 1991 to 2005 in conjunction with a warming trend in April;\textsuperscript{143} and whole communities of small mammals are migrating.\textsuperscript{138} In the northern US Great Lakes Region, changes in the small mammal population have substantially affected the composition and structure of forest communities.\textsuperscript{144}

Recent work has also concluded that over the past 130 years the phenology of 10 bee species from northeastern North America has advanced by a mean of 10.4 ± 1.3 days.\textsuperscript{121} Most of this advance has taken place since 1970, paralleling global warming increases. The authors found that the directional changes found in bee phenology were likely due to recent climate warming because across all of the locations where bee specimens were collected there was a positive association between mean April temperature and year (Figure 7). When long-term bee phenology data were compared to shifts in 106 native plant species, they found that changes in bees have paralleled changes in the plants that they visit.

**Community Shifts**

Community shifts have been documented at regional scales. A northward migration of trees is underway in the eastern United States at rates of ∼100 km/century for many species\textsuperscript{145} and forest plant species on average are shifting upward in elevation at 29 m/decade in western Europe.\textsuperscript{146} Comparable shifts are also being observed in tropical and marine systems, detailed in later sections.

**Agriculture**

The IPCC AR4 found a significant advance in phenology for agriculture and forestry in large parts

---

**FIGURE 7** Rates of change in bee phenology and temperature in northeastern North America over time. Each point represents a bee specimen used in the analysis. Raw data are shown without correcting for covariates. The collection day for each bee specimen, where January 1st is day 1 (a), and the mean temperature during the month of April (in °C) at the location where the specimen was collected (b). The overall trend (black lines) and the trend from 1970 to 2010 (red lines) are shown. (c) The correlation between bee collection day and temperature. The overall trend is shown (black line). Representative species for the genera in the analysis: (d) *Andrena miserabilis*, (e) *Coelophora inaequalis*, (f) *Osmia lingnaria* and (g) *Bombus impatiens* queen.\textsuperscript{121}
of the Northern Hemisphere. Such changes included advances in the emergence of maize in Germany,\textsuperscript{147} beginning of fruit tree flowering in France,\textsuperscript{148} and observed increases in livestock production related to warming in summer and annual temperatures in Tibet.\textsuperscript{149} Recent work has inferred declines in maize and wheat production from counter-factuals without warming trends from 1980 to 2008 in cropping regions and growing seasons of most countries, with the exception of the United States.\textsuperscript{150} Remote sensing has been used to measure long-term changes in rice phenology in Punjab, India, where the rice growth pattern in terms of emergence and peak vegetative stage has advanced by 3–4 weeks.\textsuperscript{151}

Some satellite instrumental records are now becoming long enough to detect phenological changes, which can be related to agricultural growing seasons. The Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) data from 1982 to the present show significant positive trends for the length of growing season and extension of the end of growing season documented for the Soudan and Guinean regions in Africa.\textsuperscript{152} Understanding the effects of climate trends on agriculture continues to be a priority.

### New Evidence from the Tropics and Southern Hemisphere

Besides lack of data, research funding, and published studies, the dearth of observed impact studies in the tropics may also be due to the lack of knowledge of system sensitivity related to differing responses to climate variables, lag effects, and resilience. For instance, a hallmark of many observed impact studies in higher latitudes is an advance in spring phenology—yet even beginning to look for such a change is dubious in the lower latitudes that have less definite temperature seasons and more pronounced rainfall seasons.

While evidence of observed impacts is still predominantly found in Europe and North America, some new studies are emerging from Africa, Oceania, and Latin America.

In Africa, there are studies that document recent distributional changes of birds and forest biomes.\textsuperscript{153} Seabird species in South Africa—such as Leach’s storm petrel (Oceanodroma leucorhoa), crowned cormorant (Phalacrocorax coronatus), Hartlaub’s gull (Larus hartlaubii), kelp gull (Larus dominicanus), African penguins (Spheniscus demersus), Cape gannets (Morus capensis), Cape weavers (P. capensis), bank cormorants (P. neglectus), and swift terns (Sterna bergii)—have been altering their ranges along the coast.\textsuperscript{153} In North Africa, another study showed that populations of common buzzards, \textit{Buteo buteo}, that wintered formerly in North Africa are now wintering closer to their breeding grounds in Europe.\textsuperscript{154} Another study found that Mount Kilimanjaro appears to be not only losing its ice caps, but also cloud forest because of changing precipitation patterns.\textsuperscript{155}

In Borneo, researchers repeated a historical altitudinal transect originally carried out in 1965 on Mount Kinabalu and found that the average altitude of individuals of 102 montane moth species, in the family Geometridae, increased by a mean of 67 m over the 42 years.\textsuperscript{157} In Southeastern Australia, lizards (\textit{Bassiana duperreyi}, \textit{Scincidae}) have adjusted both nest depth and seasonal timing of oviposition in response to rising temperatures.\textsuperscript{156} They have been unable to compensate entirely for climate change, which has led to altered sex ratios related to warmer nest temperature that exceeded the thermal threshold directly affecting offspring sex. Also in Australia, a researcher found support for the hypothesis that at tropical latitudes frog declines were likely to occur following three consecutive years of unusually warm weather. However, the author acknowledges uncertainty in regard to associating these linkages with pathogens, but notes that these findings appear consistent with global warming predisposing some upland amphibians to dangerous organism.\textsuperscript{157–159}

In Latin America, north of Manaus, Brazil, widespread significant increases in tree mortality across plots were found between 1981 and 2003, with tree seedling recruitment also rising significantly over time but lagging behind mortality.\textsuperscript{160} The increasing forest dynamics, growth, and basal area observed are broadly consistent with the CO$_2$ fertilization hypothesis. Although pronounced short-term variability in stand dynamics might be associated with climatic oscillations, mean temperatures and rainfall seasonality have both increased over time in central Amazonia, and are likely to have long-term effects on forest dynamics and carbon storage. Further north, at the fringe of a neotropical rainforest in French Guiana, a census of vascular plants across a 10-year interval (1995–2005) revealed that species richness decreased, with global warming the probable cause.\textsuperscript{161} However, the study’s short time period and the presence of the major El Niño event of 1997–1998 in the record may confound this observed relationship.

Recent satellite studies show that there have been drought-induced reductions in global terrestrial net primary productivity from 2000 through 2009—primarily because of reductions in the Southern Hemisphere. This is a reverse of a trend in which carbon fixed as biomass increased from 1982 to 1999 in part because of increasing solar radiation as a result
of declines in cloud cover.\textsuperscript{162} As temperature patterns and precipitation have continued to change over the past 10 years, large-scale periodic regional droughts and a general drying have occurred over the Southern Hemisphere. Of the three major rainforests, only Africa’s had an increasing trend in NPP.\textsuperscript{163} However, there is disagreement on direction of change among different vegetation measures over this time period in Africa. Furthermore, this region has a sparse density of weather stations, so the confidence in gridded meteorology is relatively low.\textsuperscript{164}

Metabolic rate, which is a fundamental measure of physiological activity and ecological impact, has been estimated to have increased more quickly in the tropics than in polar regions.\textsuperscript{165} The increase in metabolism in the tropics was large, despite the small increase in temperature there, likely because tropical warming is taking place in a climate already relatively warm.\textsuperscript{165} Thus, large effects of recent warming on metabolism rates may be occurring for invertebrates, amphibians, and reptiles in equatorial West Africa, the Caribbean and Central America, Ecuador, eastern equatorial Brazil, and the Persian Gulf region. This work provides insight into new types of changes that can be studied in tropical ecosystems to determine if they are also undergoing alterations as a result of climate change—albeit by different measures.

**New Evidence from Marine Systems**

Marine ecosystems have also tended to be under-represented in impacts studies,\textsuperscript{166} although rates of geochemical change in the oceans currently exceed anything recorded in the last 300 million years.\textsuperscript{167}

Both the rate and magnitude of environmental change pose challenges to seaweeds.\textsuperscript{168} Changes in temperature extremes and patterns of variability can have profound biological consequences, as well as changes in means. For instance, for some seaweed species, reproduction may only occur if temperatures drop below a certain threshold for a sufficiently long period of time.\textsuperscript{169}

Some of the more readily detectable changes relate to distribution, either in terms of zonation of intertidal and subtidal seaweeds or distribution shifts across larger spatial scales. A study of macroalgae off the coast of Portugal analyzed from historical records from the 1950s and 1960s found that cold-water species, taken together, showed no particular trend but that warm-water species expanded their range northward.\textsuperscript{170} The study also found that range retractions of certain species at low latitudes were offset by expansion into higher latitudes—as was the case for the warm-water species that expanded northward in Western Europe.

However, such expansions may not always be possible for species along coastlines with significant physical geomorphic barriers, such as those on the edge of continents.\textsuperscript{168} For example, a recent study was conducted that interrogated >20,000 herbarium records of macroalgae collected in Australia since the 1940s, and poleward shifts in the distribution of several temperate species on both coasts were found (Figure 8).\textsuperscript{126} On the east coast 85\% of the species and on the west coast 56\% of the species were only recorded farther poleward in the period 1990–2009 compared with 1940–1960. As some key species provide shelter and food for thousands of other flora and fauna, their shifts could have substantial impacts on local environments.

Comparing distribution records in the periods 1860–1950, 1980–1993, and 1994–2005, 2008, and 2010, the red-tide dinoflagellate, *Noctiluca scintillans*, was found to be expanding its range in the Southern Ocean, southward from Sydney Harbor. Isotherms of the East Australian Current (EAC) have moved >350 km southward over time,\textsuperscript{171} which in turn has been linked to changes in the South Pacific gyre in response to climate change.\textsuperscript{172} The range expansion of *Noctiluca* into the Southern Ocean then
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is likely to be a consequence of the increased poleward penetration of the EAC and the subsequent increase in the frequency of warm core eddies traveling to Tasmania and beyond. The intensification of the East Australian Current has also caused the establishment of a new species of sea urchin, which is causing a fundamental shift in the structure and dynamics of Tasmanian rocky reef systems by the formation of sea urchin ‘barrens’ habitats.173 These barrens represent an interaction between the effects of climate change and the reduction of large predatory rock lobster due to fishing.173

Also near Australia in the Tasmanian Sea, there have been major changes in the distribution patterns of fishes, and these changes have corresponded with dramatic warming observed in the local marine environment.174 Many warm temperate species have colonized the cool temperate Tasmanian region or substantially expanded their ranges, consistent with a strengthening Eastern Australian Current and associated rise in temperature. The lack of refugia south of Tasmania, the southernmost part of the Australian continental shelf, is a reason of concern—especially for coastal fish species.174

Off the coast of Japan, a survey of mollusks from 1978 to 2006 on Pacific rocky shores showed that the dominance of southern species increased on 11 of the 15 shores in a southern, warming sea area but on only 1 of the 6 shores in a northern area with no warming trend. The results also agreed with studies from terrestrial plants that showed similar phenological responses to climate change among closely related species.175

In the North Atlantic, a study analyzing tuna catches during their feeding migration to the Bay of Biscay showed that tuna now arrive earlier, with albacores arriving about 8 days earlier than 40 years ago and bluefins arriving 14 days earlier than 25 years ago.125 Although other studies have identified regime shifts in the North Sea142 and reported that calanoid copepods are responding quickly to SST rise,51 tunas are the first documented top predators who have exhibited a similar regime shift in migration phenology and latitudinal distribution.125

Despite slower ocean warming than on land, the velocity of climate change (in km/year calculated by the ratio of the long-term temperature trend in °C/year to the two-dimensional spatial gradient in temperature in °C/km, calculated over a 3° × 3° grid) and seasonal shifts in the ocean are as high as on land; direct effects of climate warming are therefore likely to be as great in the oceans as on land at comparable latitudes and even greater around the equator.176

There are also some new data on changes in corals. One recent study has found that in the Andaman Sea of South Thailand between 1984 and 2005 there was a significant decrease in annual growth increments (by 19.4–23.4%) and mass of coral calcification (by 23.5%), consistent with rising SSTs in the area.177,178 These corals appear to be subjected to temperatures beyond their thermal optimum. The relationship between coral bleaching and rising temperatures has been further documented in places such as the Caribbean.179

It has also been shown that corals, as symbioses, might acclimatize or adapt to environmental changes by altering the physiology of the individual partners—the coral host (via, e.g., development of heat shock proteins or tissue expansion), the algal symbionts, and the microbial associates. They may also vary the identities and/or composition of the algal and microbial communities.190 However, although there has been evidence that corals in some areas (e.g., Gulf of Chiriqui, Panama) can adapt to hosting more heat-resistant dinoflagellate symbionts,181 other studies have cautioned that such adaptations may be geographically limited and not possible in places such as the Great Barrier Reef.192 More study of coral reef evolution capacity is needed as model results show that coral reefs are likely to collapse within a few decades if genetic or community evolution does not occur.193

Opportunities for Further Exploring New Data Sources

The strong evidence of observed impacts of recent climate change presented in the IPCC AR4 was nonetheless limited to the northern terrestrial ecosystems (see Figure 1). A notable lack of geographical balance continues to exist in the data and literature on observed changes in natural and managed systems, with a marked scarcity from developing countries. Evidence of terrestrial observed changes is especially sparse in Africa and Latin America, although it is growing in Australia and New Zealand. Evidence is lacking in South and Southeast Asia, as well as for marine systems in the Indian Ocean and regions in the Pacific.12

To enhance research capability on changes in physical, biological, and socioeconomic systems, particularly in regions with sparse data, observation networks and programs such as the Global Observing Information Center (COSIC) and Global Surface Network (GSN) (www.gosic.org) need to be surveyed and engaged to examine changes associated with alterations not only in temperature regimes but also in wet and dry seasons.

In order to enhance studies of precipitation trends and impacts in the tropics, both precipitation and impacts need to be better observed.
Recently, advances have been made in developing high-resolution satellite-derived precipitation datasets for climate studies.\textsuperscript{184} NASA missions have facilitated the production of high-resolution precipitation datasets, such as those produced by the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM), Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP), CPC Morphing technique (CMORPH) (Figure 9), and Precipitation Estimation from Remotely Sensed Information using Artificial Neural Networks (PERSIANN), which can be used for comparison to trends in observed impacts, as well as climate model validation (for hindcast simulations) and calibration (for future simulations).

Data for studying trends in cryosphere systems include satellite images and geo-hazard assessments;\textsuperscript{108} snow depth (HS) and new snow (HN) data from agencies such as the Swiss Meteorological Institute (SMA; now known as MeteoSwiss), and the Swiss Federal Institute for Snow and Avalanche Research (SFISAR).\textsuperscript{187} For hydrological systems, these include observations of discharge, stream water temperature, river-ice thickness, dates of river freeze-up and break-up, which are relatively uncontaminated by land-use changes and human-made structures. They are conducted and quality-controlled by such agencies as the Russian Hydrometeorological Services\textsuperscript{188} or the USGS Hydro-Climatic Data Network (HCDN).\textsuperscript{105} For coastal processes and zones, data are available through such sources as the US NOAA’s National Ocean Service, aerial photographs, and kinematic GPS surveys.\textsuperscript{189,190} Soil sampling has been done through nature reserves, such as the Everglades National Park and the US Geological Survey.\textsuperscript{191} The exploration of more data sources, particularly in the tropics, is strongly encouraged.

**ADAPTATION AND INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE**

Responses to climate changes in human systems are difficult to identify because of multiple non-climate driving forces and the presence of adaptation.\textsuperscript{3} Furthermore, many climate change assessments often do not include or include only minimally indigenous knowledge narratives, in part because peer-reviewed studies rarely document oral narratives or changes observed by indigenous groups as evidence. New work is beginning to address these challenges.

---

**FIGURE 9** | Linear trend of monthly-average TRMM precipitation data for March values 2001–2009 over the Okavango Delta in Botswana, an example of satellite data that could be used in detection of precipitation-related impacts.\textsuperscript{185,186} Created using IRI Data Map Room (http://iridl.ldeo.columbia.edu/maproom/).
Observed Adaptation
Systematic assessment of adaptations related to the physical and biological changes brought forward by detection studies are especially important. Examples include drainage of glacial lakes in response to increasing outflow floods in Himalayan communities,108 enhanced monitoring efforts to document long and short-term Arctic system changes related to indigenous livelihoods;192 and farmers in Europe adjusting their sowing dates to earlier spring onset.193

The IPCC WGII AR4 documented some limited examples of autonomous adaptation to observed changes in socioeconomic systems and sectors such as energy demand and tourism.3 In some areas of the developing world, farmers have demonstrated autonomous adaptation and incorporated new crops to compensate for the negative impacts of climate change.122 Other studies have found that farmers in the tropics appear vulnerable to climate change due to lack of adaptation capacity and access to hydrological forecasts.194 Also at issue in developing regions is that agriculture often represents a large part of national GDP and that markets tend to be fairly closed.

Researchers have developed and applied a systematic mixed-methods literature review methodology to identify and characterize climate change adaptation195 (Figure 10). Using publications as proxies for observations of adaptation, they find limited evidence of adaptation action in developed countries. Where interventions are being implemented and reported on, they are typically in sectors that are sensitive to climate impacts, are institutional in nature, and are carried out at the municipal level with facilitation by higher-level government policies and programs. There is negligible description of adaptation taking place with respect to vulnerable groups, and reporting is highly unequal by region and sector. This proxy methodology can be used for monitoring progress in adaptation over time.

Essential for documenting adaptation is availability of approaches and tools for better understanding and mapping climate change effects. For instance, web-based climate information resources that have been created for malaria prediction and control in Africa can be used to analyze impacts and adaptation trends over time.196 Similarly, agricultural maps of changes in growing seasons are now being made available in developing areas such as sub-Saharan Africa.197 Climate impact information systems disseminated through centers such as the NOAA Regional Integrated Sciences and Assessments (RISA) programs (www.climate.noaa.gov/cpo_pa/risa) in the United States and the United Kingdom Climate Impacts Programme (UKCIP) (www.ukcip.org.uk) play an important role in observing as well as facilitating adaptation.
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Indigenous Knowledge of Observed Impacts and Adaptation

In remote areas, indigenous knowledge, often presented in the form of narratives, can significantly enhance understanding of the impacts of climate change on physical and biological systems and human responses to these impacts. These impacts are being experienced by many indigenous communities, especially in the northern high latitudes, and include changes in hunting patterns and therefore food supply,198 losses and disturbances in culture and threats to homes and ancestral settlements.199,200 For example, persistent flooding and erosion associated with sea level rise are affecting the perception of spatial distribution of human and supernatural beings by Inuit people in Alaska.199

The evidence given by local people can provide a rich source of information about climate change and enhance science assessments that contribute to public policy. Indigenous narratives provide intergenerational observations regarding local climate change, its impacts on physical, biological, and social systems, as well as adaptation and mitigation. Efforts such as the Stories of the Raven,201 and the Arctic Climate Impact Assessment,107 include many examples whereby local traditional knowledge of Inuit, Sami, Athabaskans, Gwich’in, Aleut, and other Arctic indigenous people documented observed impacts of climate change, often in otherwise understudied areas.202

Indigenous knowledge can provide a form of proxy data of physical and biological changes, as well as show examples of human adaptation to climate change. However, characterizing the potential for documenting such observations of physical, biological, and human responses in systematic ways remains a challenge because of differences in the knowledge systems of indigenous people and scientists. This type of information might be brought into assessments through collations of indigenous narratives in parallel with scientific data and peer-reviewed studies to ensure mutually respectful power relationships.202 This involves bringing together indigenous narratives ‘side-by-side’ with instrumental records of observed temperature and other climate variables and peer-reviewed studies of observed impacts (Figure 11). In remote areas with sparse temperature records, indigenous knowledge narratives can serve as proxy data. On the other hand, point data and/or remote sensing measurements may aid in explaining local phenomena that may be difficult to observe through tactile or visual means (e.g., ocean current strength/direction changes, atmospheric oscillations, ocean temperature, air temperature, wind strength/direction, and long-term trends).

Inclusion of indigenous knowledge in climate change assessments may be guided by the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), which is currently developing a code of ethical conduct for the inclusion of indigenous knowledge.203 The CBD articles and related provisions recognize the need to maintain the integrity of traditional knowledge, be concerned about the impacts of climate change on indigenous communities, and be mindful of cultural diversity. The IPCC could similarly provide guidance to include traditional knowledge in its assessments. Such a process of inclusion would enhance the IPCC Fifth Assessment (AR5) process, now underway.202

CONCLUSIONS

Currently, the evidence of climate change impacts remains strongest in the Northern Hemisphere, particularly with regard to attribution of impacts to anthropogenic forcing. However, studies documenting impacts in underrepresented sectors and regions are emerging, particularly in marine systems and the tropics. Work in Australia and New Zealand is also progressing. Moving forward, we believe that it is critical for more observed impact studies to be carried out, particularly in marine systems, the tropics, and the Southern Hemisphere, and that studies in all locations examine climate drivers beyond temperature as well as non-climate drivers of change to gain a fuller understanding of the wide range of influences on physical and biological systems. Continuous remote sensing and ground-based monitoring are needed to provide extended timeseries of data in the coming decades.

Observed changes should also be used to test and improve the methods and models that project future impacts. The rate of change in observed impacts related to the trajectory of anthropogenic climate change is a critical component of the ‘Reasons for Concern’ described in the AR4 Synthesis Report.71

To examine a wider array of impacts driven by changing climate, the incorporation of satellite data as well as the mining of previously untapped data sources, such as archives in nature reserves and long-term ecological research stations, photographs, and museum collections should be encouraged.

Observed changes in socioeconomic systems are even more complex and should be studied rigorously as well. Evidence of climate-related changes in human systems such as agriculture or tourism is difficult to document because of the range of other driving forces (e.g., technology improvements, globalization) that also play a role. There is now a growing focus on
adaptation as an essential response to the growing risks of climate change. Collection of timeseries data on adaptation responses, such as timing of spring planting or harvest in more geographically diverse cropping systems, should be included as part of those efforts. Human responses to climate change, including adaptation to observed impacts, are beginning to be documented more widely, with indigenous groups playing a vital role.

Finally, it has been posited that chained attribution assessments—for example, from anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions to climate change to biological change—are largely inappropriate, principally because understanding of the biological impacts of climate change cannot aspire to the level of certainty achieved in physical climate science because of the presence of confounding drivers of change. Complexity in biological response does make attribution difficult. However, studies of attribution of observed impacts to anthropogenic forcings, albeit complex, are essential for the science-based development of both mitigation and adaptation policies. International policymakers need to know the extent of human-caused impacts as they develop global agreements to limit greenhouse gas emissions that cause climate change. Furthermore, human-caused impacts imply the need for long-term adaptation strategies for management of ecosystems, water resources, and agriculture—indeed for all systems—under changing climate trajectories.

FIGURE 11 | Observed climate change impacts in the Yakutsk region of Russia, where indigenous knowledge narratives are located within 250 km of observations from the peer-reviewed scientific literature. Latitude and longitude indicate the central location of the indigenous knowledge narrative overlaid on global HadCRUT3 temperature trends. Circles represent locations of statistically significant trends in changes in either direction in systems related to temperature or to other climate change variables, and that contain data from at least 20 years between 1970 and 2004. Stars represent approximate locations of indigenous knowledge narratives related to climate change.
We show that climate-related impacts have been attributed to anthropogenic causes in the Arctic, North America, the North Atlantic, Europe, Asia, and the southern tip of Australia. Linking climate change impacts to human causes in Africa and South America is an ongoing challenge, despite strong trends in warming and hydrological indicators. However, we find that documented evidence is growing and that attribution studies may soon prove that anthropogenic climate change is a driver of impacts throughout the world.

**NOTES**

a At least 9 out of 10 chance of being correct.  

b Adaptation that does not constitute a conscious response to climate stimuli but is triggered by ecological changes in natural systems and by market or welfare changes in human systems, also referred to as spontaneous adaptation.  

c We use the term ‘narrative’ to denote a set of observations by an indigenous person or group, transmitted in a mutually agreed manner.
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